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This stunning debut captures the grotesque madness of Underland, as well as a girl's pangs of first

love and independence. Alyssa Gardner hears the whispers of bugs and flowers - precisely the

affliction that landed her mother in a mental hospital years before. This family curse stretches back

to her ancestor Alice Liddell, the real-life inspiration for Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in

Wonderland. Alyssa might be crazy, but she manages to keep it together. For now. When her

mother's mental health takes a turn for the worse, Alyssa learns that what she thought was fiction is

based in terrifying reality. The real Wonderland is a place far darker and more twisted than Lewis

Carroll ever let on. There, Alyssa must pass a series of tests, including draining an ocean of Alice's

tears, waking the slumbering tea party, and subduing a vicious bandersnatch, to fix Alice's mistakes

and save her family. She must also decide whom to trust: Jeb, her gorgeous best friend and secret

crush, or the sexy but suspicious Morpheus, her guide through Wonderland, who may have dark

motives of his own.
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~Thank you to NetGalley for this ARC!~I liked basically every Disney movie as a kid. Every one, that

is, except for Alice in Wonderland. When the new fad became Alice retellings, I rolled my eyes and

said, "There's no way this goes well." I still requested Splintered anyways.Then I finally started

reading.Alyssa isn't supposed to be Alice. Alice went and came back from Wonderland ages ago,

and now her family has to deal with the notoriety of that fact--and the fact that all the women in her



family since Alice had ended up locked away in asylums, if they didn't kill themselves first. Alyssa's

mother has been committed for a great deal of Alyssa's life, and Alyssa herself has just started

hearing the voices of plants and bugs. She's pretty sure she's going to follow her mom shortly. She

tries to make the voices stop by turning bugs into artwork and skateboarding with her iPod turned

up. The other voice, the familiar and male one, that's in her head all the time like a second

consciousness isn't helping matters, though.And that is just the beginning.Now, you may be able to

understand how much I was drooling by this point already. This isn't the Alice story of your

childhood, people. Even when Alyssa gets to Wonderland, Howard turns all your preconceptions on

your head. For just a teaser, you know the White Rabbit? Well, Alice messed up his name. He's

actually called White Rabid, and he's partially a skeleton. You cannot tell me that isn't an awesome

way to go. You can't.I wish I could explain more of the twists, but then there would be spoilers and

oh dear. But just know they're SO AWESOME.Besides all the things Howard has done to the world,

I was also impressed by how layered the plot was. Morpheus--this hot fairy dude who Alice called

the Caterpillar--is the mastermind behind everything that happens, but he is so good at keeping the

truth concealed that you never know what's actually going on until the end. Is he good? Is he bad?

His character arc is a zigzag that doesn't stop! (Well, until the end, but that would be a spoiler.)I

think most of the reason for the half star loss is the characterization of Morpheus and Alyssa's other

love interest, Jeb. Yes, other love interest. Morpheus yanks Alyssa's chain so many times that I still

don't know what to think of him, and I never believed she could love him. Jeb, on the other hand, is

the usual best friend/knight in shining armor. So, yeah, this love triangle has the requisite bad boy

vs. good boy thing going on, which I don't like. However, I will say that I did NOT expect the ending

in anyway, so kudos for that.At the end of the day, though, I cannot believe how much I liked this

book. Despite being tied to a retelling, it was interesting and unique. The plot never ever stopped

moving, and I was always kept guessing. If Alice in Wonderland is your thing, GET THIS. NOW.

Even if it isn't, though, and you're looking to check out one of the new Alice books because you're

curious, this would be my pick FOR SURE!

I had mixed feeling going into this. I have been curious about it for some time but the feedback I

kept hearing was very mixed. I ended up on the side to enjoy this twisted retelling, as additional

telling to the story of Alice in Wonderland.We should, by now, all know the story of Alice in

Wonderland (if you do not go read the book or watch one of the many renditions of the movie). What

we do not know is how some of the points are a bit...skewed, to say the least. There is no White

Rabbit. There is a Rabid White. Yes, I said Rabid..you know the crazy, foaming at the mouth, don't



let it bite you... Yep. and that is only the beginning as Alyssa finds herself traveling further into

Wonderland.She goes there to save her mother from a curse of madness laid upon their family. She

is the descendant of the original Alice and her childhood friend Morpheus has beckoned her to his

world. Her friend, and romantic interest, Jeb travels after her.It was quick to see Alyssa is going to

have guy trouble. On one hand we have Jeb. He is sweet, friend to the family and all around good

guy. However he is also possessive and has a girlfriend even though he wants Alyssa more. Then

there is Morpheus. Hot mothman of wonderland, childhood playmate of her dreams. He is the

enigma of this book. And, like Alyssa, my feelings toward him are of hate and love. To understand

this you will have to read the story. Regardless, he is a very interesting character and I cannot wait

to read more about him in the next book.Alyssa must set right the wrongs of the original Alice to

save her mother. She meets many wild, crazy characters. if you thought the original story was

wacky, you have read nothing yet.At times this book read a bit slow and at others a bit fast but the

adventure was fascinating! AG Howard has a unique voice and I have never read things described

in a similar manner to how she pulls things off. A couple of my favorite short descriptions she has

are:"We turn to find Morpheus standing there with enough rage to send the Devil packing for

heaven.""I feel lost yet strangely at home, like a flea who has taken up residence on a zebra."Some

amusing, others bizarre, but they are all entertaining.Last thing to discuss is the cover. This is what

first drew me to the book. I love it. And when I took it off the hardback copy I have I found a lovely

surprise! this inside is etched beautifully too in a title design! So either way, it is appealing to look

at.Overall I am pleased with this first book. While not the greatest writing in a literary sense, the

story is twisted an draws you into the madness of it all. I am eager to read book two very soon.
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